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Product Name X12DPG-U6 

Release Version 01.01.37 

Release Date 01/18/2023 

Build Date 12/26/2022 

Previous Version 01.00.21 

Update Category Critical 

Dependencies None 

Important Notes None 

Enhancements 

1."M2_SSD Temp" should be "M2SSD Temp", which follow 

Supermicro_BMC_Sensor_Naming_Guildeline_2.1.xlsx. 

2.Improve bmc boot stability 

3.Improve the stability of bios related ROT operations. 

New features 

1.Add option in BMC UI to create disabled user or edit user to disable. 

2.Support Preserve BIOS Boot Options Configuration when updating 

BIOS FW. 

3.Max number of SEL up to 4096. 

4.i2cmap protection review 

Fixes 

1.[137924] STD -- 16416 -- 01.01.22 (2022/02/15) -- Add SNMP type 
user Not have * to inform Auth Key and Private Key are required 
items 
2.[138264] ECO -- 16774 -- 01.01.16 (2022/02/15) -- Language Change 
title string not translated 



4.[137300] ECO--15340-- 01.01.13(01/27/2022) -- Create new user on 
web UI should not get error, even though the user ID is occupied on 
NoAcces user. 
5.[138110] ECO--15340-- 01.01.16 (02/15/2022) -- It should not 
present "Delete" icon while login "Operator" or "User" privileges 
account. [138112] ECO--15340-- 01.01.16 (02/15/2022) -- Modify 
password while login "Operator" or "User" privileges account will 
return Oops error! 
6.[137093][Redfish API Automation test failed] 
7.[137368] [ECO -- 10349 -- 01.01.13 (20220127) -- Mount failed pop 
up error message and Even log are incorrectly 
8.[137442] ECO -- 15338 -- 01.01.13(20220127) -- Mount *.img display 
wrong file type on Java iKVM Virtual Media 
9.[137357] ECO -- 17274 -- 01.01.13(01/27/2022) -- Update invalid FW 
will show MEL message when update BIOS and CPLD 
10.[136988] IPMI ECO] Unspecified Event Log Assertion When AC ON 
11.[136663] ECO -- 17046 -- 08.10.19 (01/07/2022) -- iKVM(JAVA plug-
in/HTML5) should be support IMA file type. [137280] ECO--15340-- 
01.01.13(01/27/2022) -- iKVM(JAVA plug-in) should be support "IMA" 
image. 
12.[136607] IPMI ECO Update BIOS failed 
13.Storage feature broken in 01.01.10. 
14.STD -- 17212 -- 01.01.04 – [Security] Specific strings could brute 
force the BMC directory. 
15.[135002] STD -- 17212 – 09.14.10 BETA – [Security] ipmitool can set 
lan mode out of range 
16.[134964] [BMC-Intel VROC 7.5 OOB] Please grey out "Create Raid" 
icon if no more physical drive available to create new Raid volume. 
17.[134545] STD-- 18379 -- 01.01.00-- Function -- Can't sync NTP 
server when BMC has IPv6 DNS 
18.[134183] STD -- 17212 -- 01.01.08 – Password goes wrong when 
contains \ 
19.[134282] STD -- 17212 -- 01.01.08 – [Security] XSS attack at 
Notification Alert Redfish protocol 
20.[139329][DVT SYS-F511E2-RT] Judgment mechanism for network 
AOC health status 
21.[139811] STD --18605 --X12DGO -- 01.01.04 -- Inconsistent 
behavior between BMC and BIOS manually Recover 
22.[135651] STD -- 17212 ?V 09.14.10 BETA ?V [Security] Maintenance 
event log display error at /cgi/op.cgi (config_smtp) 
23.[140173] STD -- 17212 – 01.01.16 – [Security] Special query caused 
500 Internal Server Error at X12 redfish ($expand). 
24.[139748][X12DPG-U6][IPMIECO 01.01.17] Redfish compare sensor 

info failed with smcipmitool. 



25.[142830] Standard -- 16914 -- 1.1.23 -- Active Directory Remote 

Group character cap too short 

26.[142091] ECO -- 16914 --01.01.17(2022/03/04) -- VROC RAID status 

still show ok When RAID is degrade. 

27.Avoid ME hang during bios-cloning-GOLDEN operation 

  
 

 
Release Notes from Previous Release(s) 

01.00.21(10/22/2021) 
1.Better compatibility with redfish ATT, after applying the security patches. 
2.[129981] Creation and activation of a null user and password 
3.[130474] BMC crash and forceful restart caused by malicious data transmission 
4.Configurations in "resolv.conf" file cannot be reset after BMC is restored to the factory default 
setting 
5.TEE OS 0x42 error message on IPMI MEL doesn't match with "Kernel code segment (offset: ##) was 
compromised 
6.Remove Remove Chassis Intru SDR. 
7.Fix SUM inband feature broken 
8.[131124][X12DPG-U6]CPU node will loss BMC connection if cold reset CarrierBoard BMC in system 
without AIOM. 
9.[130982] ECO -- 20033 -- 01.00.39 BETA (09/11/2021) -- NTP show fail message after setting 
10.System with AST2600 have hang issue when running DC on/off testing with Red hat 8.3, We find 
the eSPI will hang after system hang, Aspeed provide us to clear 0x1e6ee080 bit 30 to 0. 
11.[132314] WebGUI does not show the motherboard name in the dashboard after updating the BIOS 
and BMC 
12.[X12DPG-U6]CPU node will loss BMC connection if Carrier Board RJ45 link down and change 
network segment. 
 
01.00.18 (09/08/2021) 
1.Shouldn't allow user to set user name and word to the same 
2.config can't save Sendre of SMTP 
3.webGUI "CPU Speed" info data source has been fixed from MaxSocketSupportedSpeed to 
OperatingSpeed 
4.[webGUI] Hide LAN1 MAC Address if it is 00:00:00:00:00:00 
5.Evidence should not blocked fwUP in 2021-07 release. 
6.After MB cpld fwUP, if system is off, bmc will power_on the system. 
7.Implement hyper link of carrier board IP address 
8.[130496] Can't open JAVA iKVM under Windows Server OS 
9.Refactor FD related codes 
10.Remove VTT and VPP SDR first, because this HW design and SW design have limitations, it will 
trigger SEL when test system DC on/off stress. 
 
01.00.12 (07/20/2021) 
1.webGUI login should be ok after a session reset. 
2.[128071] Onboard LAN MAC and information mismatched between on "Network AOC - Component 
info" and "Dashboard" 



3,[127933] [AST2600 A3] system hang and lost BMC connection after update CPLD from WebGUI or 
SUM 
4.[127840] Beta -- 16728 -- 01.00.07 -- RADIUS Server Address Input Issue Copy Project Issue Link 
5.[New feature] Change location name in NIC page (AIOM->System Slot A#, PCIE-> System Slot #) 
Fetch location name from [Chassis/1/Thermal] 
When thermal name include [AIOM], the location field should show [System Slot A#]. 
When thermal name include [AOC], the location field should show [System Slot #]. 
When thermal name include [AOCUR_NIC the location field should show [System Slot 0]. 
6.bmc boot firmware flash uses 3byte mode 
7.Improved bios update internal flow 
8.Better compatibility with provisioning rot_checker script 2021Q2. 
9.When a new image being programmed is introducing a new/later version of RollbackID to the one 
programmed in RoT, 
BMC will automatically update Golden Image in addition to Active Image because the Golden Image 
with smaller RollbackID to that in RoT is unusable for recovery. 
10.bios firmware upgrade, refactored the codes. 
11.[128572] T4 GPU temperature sensor show as NA on BMC (feature broken in bmc 01.00.11) 
12.Help Page is not matched with CarrierBoard IPMI Web 
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